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ABSTRACT

Extension of the hydrocarbon rich Benue depression and the

Niger delta basin in the bight of Benin is construed from the gravity

data of Gravity Earth Model (GEM) 10B Satellite, published by NASA,

Godard Space Flight Centre in 1977. This interpretation is based on the

supposition that: i) the depth of a buried horizontal cylinder can be

estimated by the Fourier transform of the vertical gravity field (Odegard

and Berg, 1965); and ii) the oil horizons of southern Nigeria are'

basically connected to the separation of South American and African plates

(Burke et al., 1970).
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Introduction

Burk (1972} suggested the possibility of a direct connection betweeii

tba global tectonics and world resources. In particular,the verticil

movement at plate boundaries uid within the proposed plates, were

considered obviously critical for controlling the occurrence of hydro-

carbons. Crustal subsidence allow* for the accumulation of sediments

and crustal uplift provides the sediments to f i l l the depression*.

Horizontal arid vertical movements within crustal plater '!>••» 'T-i'Jrpd

much of the deformation of these sediments providing traps for hydro-

carbon accumulation. The oi l horizons of the Southern Nijeri.-in Imsins

are basically connected to the separation of South American and Africnn

plates (Burke at al, 1970)* This separation caused the development

of the Gulf of Guinea, the Brnue depression and the South Atlantic,

between two RRR triple junctions, one situated under the present Niger

miogeocline and the other situated North of the Takntu rift structure

of Guyana (fig- l . i HcConell, 196?).

In 1^77, NASA, Godard Space Flight Centre published a gravity

oup using perturbations in the orbits of a number of sate l l i tes (^;10).

This map i s based upon harmonics up to degree and order thirty six,

integrated with 5 * 5 average free air surface anonaly (GtH 10D

integrated model). An elongated positive anonnly closure extending

from Lat. 10°N, Long. 17°E in the HorthMatern Nigeria to Lot. 10°S.

Long 15°W. in the Southwest up to Ascension islands i s revealed in this

map ( f ig . 2). This anomaly includes both the hydrocarbon rich Benue

depression and the Niger delta basin. These large dimensions of the

anomaly (7O00 km. long and lflOO km. wide vith an amplitude of 16 m. gals)

isajiy that;

(a) the source nay be located much deeper inside the enrth (my be in

the Asthanosphere or the upper
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(b) the density of the Murce which may be due to phase, state or

chemical change.* at thip depth will be higher than the surrounding

material,

(c) tlir.se high densities could be the manifestations of compressional

strenses perpendicular to the axis of the opening of South Atlantic

Ocean Viz., the line joining the triple junction of Niger oiogeocline

with tliR Talent u rirt , nn.l

(d) Such stressan would result in an uplifting of the phase transition

boundary in the mantle invoking gravity sliding of the crust and provi-

dina suitaMe sites lor the o i l horizons.

Hence the concern of this paper i s tol

(i) interpret thin gravity anomaly along * number of profiles, by

considering A single model of burr led horizontal cylinder, using the

Fourier ;.;ite3rnl inet?Md of Cdegard and Berg (1965),

( l i ) relate t ic fiupth.-n and dimensions of these cylinder* with the

possible mcchnnism for vertical crustal movements, and

(xii) iwrtenri t!ic possible off nhoi-e extension of Nigerian hydroenrbon

depofit" in t!-.c South Western direction Viz. the Bight of Benin.

Theory

Six jrofil«F ench of about 180O km. length wore selected across

tho ,-triAe of tiiu nnoraaly ( f ig .2) . Odegard and Berg (19$5) showed

thct t!ie Fourier transfoim of the vertical gravity for a horizontnl

cylinder hurried, ot o depth D is given by:

aO

( 1 )

and the integration table (Uewight, 1961) gives for this integral
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Fc(w) =

G • Universal gravitation constant

R » radius of the cylinder

(J~ « density contrast

w - the frequency in cycle* pur unit length.

A plot of the exact integral, F (w), nuninsi. frequency v, on r

seoilogai-ithsuc scale i s shovn in fly.3 f-jr r. .ypical j.r^filo Cf5f6).

This relationship

In (Fe (w)J = Tn (J l [ £ ) - Lw
is linear, with the slope equal to t!i<_ nejrtive of the depth ;,:J' L! c

intercept related to tlic density and size of the cylinder. I the Table

ue have tabulatud values of depths and rndii of t;.i> cy]ii! :Lr? f-r B

density contrast of 0.2 a/c .

On
The choice of the density contrast in based/the throe B-.r.Ci^ff.i!

models t.jt of fivo milliun rou'lelp usud !•>- iress (1563) uKii:̂  the McnteCarld

statist ical procedure. He concluded that the uantK. bctfji,!. X ond i;0

ki». cunsists uf peridotite with about 5Q!~ ticlj^itu i.-ith t;.u vnriatior.

of density from 3.3 to J.5 g/c , Thin fully ayrtvs vitl. !:;>; Clr.ru. iind

linguobd (I9C4), iJodole of pyrulito and tcloyitt involvir;.. pim^t transitiuii

due to toiaporature and pressure perturbations at ti.(.:,(.' d^ths. .̂.jch

perturbations could obviously be caused by SE-NU cmnpriissi ve furcot.

existing at the time of opening of the South Atlantic.

We consider the values of depths and radii uf cylinders us inter-

preted froa tht: observed gravity anomalies as the depth and dimension

of the phase transition model of Clark and Ringwood (l^64). Then

referencu to the Table shows that this pliaae boundary bae buen uplifted

rroiu n depth uf 169 iuu. lit the Southern Nigerian basin to 11O km. in

the Dight of Benin. Applying the analytic expression of O'oonnell and

WnsSLrlierfj Ciy67) to this chanoe in the depth of phasu boundary the

siri^tnct of 3ubsii3uncc:, scliment deposition, and uplift becomes explicable.

Murat (1970) has classified the stratigraphie history in terms of

riepusitional eyelet cuntrulled by tliroo tectonic phases ranging in age

from Albian tlirough Santonian to uppar and middle Eocene. Tliesa three

tectonic phases directly controlled the transurussire and regressive

cycles. The rcureasive cycles aj-e choraeterized by extensive shallow

marine shales and sandstones deposited structural highs representing

tl.e pre£<±r.t day oil lurizons of Nijoria, Their offshore continuation to

the nigiit of Denin, according to our gravity interpretation, i s conjectural.
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TAULE 1

I ' - o f i l c No.

FO1FO2

rc3Fc'i

FO5F0C

FC?FO3

KO'JFIO

KiiFia

Kstimatcd depth
in lens.

272.B7

169.40

148.40

110.00

jjoi.rtft

293.79

HndiviB of the Cylinder
in kms.

42.06

71.93

65.21

70.27

33.98

93.51

Sansity Contrast
O/CB3

0.2O

0.20

0.20

O.2O

0.20

0.20

Values of depths to the centre of assumed buried cylinders and their

radii for a density contrast of 0.2 gm/cm along profiles F1F2 to

F11F12.



CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Sketch map showing tile Gulf of Guinea in the liarly

Cretaceous c o l o r e d with Red Sea • tructural pos i t ion

now. The Atlantic ia shown aa opening about t r i p l e

RRR junctiona nitHated under the Niger delta and

North of the Takatu r i f t (After Burk «t al J.

Fig. 2 Part of the NASA Godard Fl ight Centre map ofGItf: 10B

integrated gravity nodel Knowing the anomaly covering the

o i l d e s a l t s of Nigeria end the Prof i l e s FIFE to F l l F12

along which Fourier nnalyaia was perfonned.

Fio . 3 Plot of L09 of amplitude v s . frequency nlornj a tj^icnl

p r o f i l e F5F6 (Ki B . 2 ) .
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Fig. 3
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